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My website
- I decided to name my website INSIGHT because I felt that it would fit 

well with what I wanted to do with my website - which is to show my 
stories/blogs to be interesting enough for people to want to read them 
whilst being informed at the same time. 

- The word Insight means ‘giving people a deeper look into something or 
someone’ - which I wanted to show through my website.

- When creating the logo I focused on having an eye as the main image as 
is creates a looking effect and relates to the name.

- My target audience for my website would be people around my age who 
are interested in stories happening within south london (and the 
surrounding areas) and those who also like lifestyle type of blogs.

- My website is more story based at the moment but in the future I would 
like to include some blogs of what I get up to in and out of London as I 
regularly commute between both to go to events and I believe that by 
doing this it will help engage with my viewers a bit more on a personal 
level rather than being only serious with my news stories. 

- Link: http://www.lsbu-multimedia-journalists.co.uk/tundervary/

http://www.lsbu-multimedia-journalists.co.uk/tundervary/


Changing my website theme

- Since my first presentation, I decided 
to change the theme of my website 
from the MH Magazine lite to the 
Cream Magazine layout as I found that 
it suited my website better.

- I done this by going to the 
Appearance section and then themes 
and used the live preview button to 
see how it would look with my current 
website content.



Before & After



What I like about my website:
- My inspirations for my theme came from looking at websites such as The Guardian and The 

BBC because of how the style of them on both look sleek and professional and I preferred the 
layout of my stories to go more landscape across the page as i felt that it was easier on the eyes 
then having to scroll down (as you had to do on my previous theme).

- I chose this theme because I liked how modern it looks compared to all the others and it is easy 
to navigate.

- I added different widgets for the pages/categories so that people can find specific stories easier 
(e.g, environment, news, work experience pages). It also helped me with improving my SEO 
score as when I am writing a post I can see how readable it is to the viewer and if it makes 
sense. I also learned in a previous lesson that by adding Alt Text to the feature images it can 
help improve my SEO.

- I wanted my website to reflect my personality (such as in the style of writing and the colours) - 
plus why I added the pink colour to the category tags as shown on the front of the story because 
I thought that it made it look a bit more girly and fun and thus added a bit more of a personal 
touch rather than just having the standard colours.



The Guardian UK 

BBC News



What I would like to improve:

- To add my Twitter feed/widget: I wanted to try to put my twitter feed on my website so 
that I could showcase my tweets about recent and relevant stories and also use it to 
promote my website to a wider audience as I can publish a link to my stories through 
there and use relevant hashtags to draw attention to it.

- To create a logo and put it on my website: Although I have now created my logo, I still 
need to add it to my website.

- To add some blogs: When I next go to an event I will want to add it to my website or 
add previous ones I have already been to so that I can expand on my audience’s 
interests rather than just being strictly story based.

- To learn how to add more Plugins on my website (like Yoast), to help make my website 
and SEO run smoother and to improve the overall look of my website to be more 
appealing to my target audience.


